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ABSTRACT. An almost finite type (AFT) sofic system S has a cover which

intercepts every other cover of S [BKM], We show that if an irreducible sofic

system S is not AFT, it has an infinite collection of covers such that no two

are intercepted by a common cover of S.

0. Introduction. If ir is a factor map from a subshift of finite type E onto a

sofic system S, we call (E, it)— or, for brevity, -k— a cover of S. If (E, n) and (r, (¡>)

are covers of S such that qb = ir o 9 for some factor map 9 from T to E, we say n

intercepts 0; if 9 is invertible we say the covers 0 and tt are conjugate over S.

It was shown in [BKM] that an irreducible sofic system S is almost finite type

(AFT) if and only if it has a cover which intercepts all other covers of S. The

authors asked whether a non-AFT sofic system has a finite collection C of covers

such that every cover is intercepted by a cover in C. In [W] we proved by example

that this is not always the case. In this paper we show that there is never such a

collection for a non-AFT sofic system.

The example in [W] uses an extremely simple sofic system taken from [BKM].

A feeling that this example is somehow archetypal for non-AFT systems led to the

general result. This feeling is made concrete in a characterization of AFT systems

which we state as Theorem 2.

From this point we work to mimic the construction in [ W] of an infinite collection

of covers such that no two have a common intercepting cover. To do this in a general

setting requires some technical groundwork, found in §3. The construction itself is

given in §4.

1. Properties of the joint cover. For background on subshifts of finite type

(SFT) and sofic systems we refer the reader to [AM, BKM, and BMT].

We regard a subshift of finite type E as being determined by a directed graph

G(E), with the alphabet of E equal to the edge set of G(E). Every cover of a sofic

system S is conjugate over 5 to a 1-block cover; that is, a cover (E, rr) where -k

is generated by a labeling of the edges of G(E) with elements of the alphabet of

S. Such a cover is right resolving if distinct edges in G(E) with the same initial

vertex have distinct labels, and right closing if for some n, any two paths in G(E)

with the same initial vertex and same labeling must coincide except on their final

n edges. Left resolving and left closing are defined analogously. A word w of 5 is a
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resolving word for (E,7r) if for some fc between 1 and the length of w, all paths in

G(E) labeled by w have the same fcth edge.

For a word w appearing in a sofic system S, we denote by F(w) the set of words

v such that wv is a word of S (the follower set of w) and by P(w) the set of words

u with uw in S (the predecessor set of w). We call w magic if whenever uw and

wv appear in S, so does uwv; equivalently, F(uw) = F(w) for all u in P(w), or

P(wv) = P(w) for all v in F(w). Every extension of a magic word is magic.

Every irreducible sofic system 5 has a canonical (see [K]) right resolving cover

(R,ttr) which intercepts every right closing cover of S [BKM]. (For notational

convenience we suppress the dependence on S.) This future or right Fischer cover

may be constructed as follows: The states of G(R) are the follower sets of magic

words of S, and for a in the alphabet of S there is an edge labeled a from F(u) to

F(v) if and only if F(v) — F(ua). The past or left Fischer cover (L, irL) is obtained

by reversing the roles of follower and predecessor.

By the joint cover (J,nj) of S we will mean the unique irreducible component

of maximal entropy of the fibered product of (R,ttr) and (L,ttl). (This fibered

product is Krieger''s joint finitary state chain [K].) The joint cover is described by a

labeled graph as follows: G(J) has states (F(u), P(v)) where u, v are magic words

with uv in S, and an edge labeled a from (F(s), P(t)) to (F(u), P(v)) if and only

if F(u) = F (sa) and P(t) = P(av).

If the graph of a cover (E, n) contains a path from state i to state j labeled

by the word w of S, we say w is an S-follower of i terminating at j, and also an

S-predecessor of j originating at }'. (Unless it is right resolving, an 5-follower of i

may terminate at more than one state.) We use the shorthand i —► j.

PROPOSITION 1.1. The magic S-followers [predecessors] of the state (F(s),

P(t)) in J are exactly the magic words w of S with P(w) — P(t) [F(w) — F(s)].

PROOF. If (F(s), P(t)) -^ (F(w), P(x)) then P(t) = P(wx) = P(w). Con-
versely, if P(t) = P(w) then (F(s), P(w)) is a state of J, so this pair is equal to

(F(u), P(v)) for some magic u, v with uv a word of S. Then sv is a word of S

since F(s) — F(u), and so sw is a word of S since P(w) = P(v). Let x be a magic

word with swx in S; then P(w) = P(wx) and

(F(s),P(w))^(F(w),P(x)).    D

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (F(r),P(t)) and (F(s),P(t)) be two states of J with r,

s, t magic and F(r) ^ F(s).  Then

(i) (F(r), P(t)) and (F(s), P(t)) have no common magic S-predecessors, and

no common S-predecessors originating at the same state.

(ii) (F(r), P(t)) and (F(s), P(t)) have the same S-followers, and their com-

mon magic S-followers have the same terminal states.

Analogous results hold for states (F(s), P(t)) and (F(s), P(u)).

PROOF, (i) If w were a common magic S-predecessor, by Proposition 1.1 we

would have F(r) — F(w) — F(s). If w were a common predecessor originating at

(F(u),P(v)) we would have F(r) = F(uw) = F(s).

(ii) By Proposition 1.1 these states have the same magic 5-followers; but every

word can be extended forward to a magic word, so they have the same S-followers.
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Finally, if w is magic with

(F(r),P(t))^(F(u),P(v))

then F(u) = F(w) — F(sw) and so

(F(s),P(t))^(F(u),P(v)).    D

2. A characterization of AFT systems. An irreducible sofic system S is

said to be almost finite type (AFT) if it admits a cover n which is one-to-one on

an open set [M]. In fact, if S has such a cover it is conjugate over S to both itr

and ttl , while if S is not AFT then 7T^ and itl are not conjugate over S [BKM].

Equivalently, S is AFT if -kr is left closing (or if ttl is right closing.) We give

another characterization of AFT in terms of the words of S.

THEOREM 2.1.   For an irreducible sofic system S the following are equivalent:

(i)  S is AFT.
(ii)  Ifw is a word and s, s', t, t' are magic words such that swlt, s'w%t and swlt'

are words of S for all i > 0, then s'wlt' is a word of S for all sufficiently

large i.

(Here w% denotes concatenation.)

PROOF. Assume S is AFT and let w, s, s', t, t' satisfy the hypotheses of (ii).

Since s is magic, all appearances of swl, s'w1 in G(R) terminate at the states

F(swl), F(s'wt) respectively. Since í is magic,

F(swlt) = F(s'wH) = F(t)

for all i, and the paths labeled swlt, s'wlt must end at this state.

Now, since 7r/j is left closing, for some positive integer N all paths with the same

labeling and terminal state coincide from the iVth state on. Applying this to paths

labeled wlt we see that for all sufficiently large i,

F(swi) = F(s'wi).

But t' e F(swl), so s'w%t' is a word in S for all sufficiently large i.

Conversely, suppose S is not AFT. Then irr, is not conjugate to the joint cover

ttj, for if it were, then ttr would intercept 7r¿, making ttr left closing by Lemma 12

of [BKM]. So the projection of J onto L must collapse a pair of periodic points.

Let v°° be the image of these points in S, with v aperiodic. Then in J we have

w (F(s),P(t))±(F(s),P(t)),

(F(s>),P(t))v™(F(s>),P(t))

for some l, m G N and magic s, s', t with F (s) ^ F(s'). The words svüt and s'vtmt

are in S for all i > 0.

We may assume, interchanging s and s' if necessary, that there is a magic word

u e F(s) \ F(s'). Then u is not an 5-follower of (F(s'),P(t)), so by Proposition

1.2, u cannot follow (F(s),P(t)) either. But J must have a state (F(s),P(u)) with

5-predecessor s and S-follower u.
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For every i > 0, svtl is an S-predecessor of (F(s),P(t)), so by Proposition

1.2 it precedes (F(s),P(u)) as well, and svtl G P(u). The collection of states

{P(vüu) : i > 0} must be finite, so there are nonnegative integers p, N such that

P(vilu) = P(v^v)lu)

for i > N. Set fc — pi and t' = v^lu where j > N is a multiple of m. Then

F(t>fci') = P(t'), and F(5wfc) = F(s) from (*). So in J,

(F(s),P(t'))^(F(s),P(t')).

Finally, set w — vn where n = lcm(m, fc). Then for all i > 0, swlt, s'w%t and

swlt' are words of S. Now

s'wH' = s'vinv]lu = s'vcmu

for some c. But F(s'vcm) = F(s') and u is not in this set, so s'wlt' is not a word

of S.    U

REMARK 2.2. Note that in the proof of "not (i) implies not (ii)" we obtained

a slightly stronger result, since s'wlt' fails to be in S for every i, not just for

sufficiently large i. We will use this stronger form in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

REMARK 2.3 Osikawa [0] has recently given a related characterization of AFT

in terms of configurations of paths in the Fischer cover.

3. Some constructions of extensions of SFT. Let E be a SFT. In what

follows, it will be convenient to assume that the graph G = G(E) has at most one

edge from i to j for all vertices i, j. (We can achieve this by passing to a higher

block presentation.)

By a cycle of length / in G we mean a sequence a = ai • • • a¡ of vertices of G

with an edge from a¡ to a, and from a¿ to a¿+i for 1 < i < I. The cycle a is simple

if the a, are distinct, and we will call it supersimple if in addition there is no edge

from a, to atj for j' ^ i + 1 modulo /.

The n-block presentation E'") of E is given by a directed graph G'"' which has

as its vertices the n-blocks of E, with an edge from (z'i ■ • • in) to (¿2 ■ ■ ■ in+i) if G

has an edge from in to in+\. We denote by c^"' the cycle in G'n) with vertices

(♦*) t ^» • ^ 1
a\    = aiOi+i ■ ■ ■ ati+n-i,        1 < 1 < i,

where the addition is modulo I. Note that if a is simple then a'2) is supersimple.

The following appear in [AM] as Propositions 3.3 and 3.4.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If a is a simple cycle, so is œn> for all n. If a is an

aperiodic cycle of length I then a^l> is simple.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a, ß be cycles in G of lengths fc, / and let m be the

length of the largest common subblock of a°° and ß°°. If m < min(fc,/) then cr")

is disjoint from /?'") for n > m + 1.

We now describe two techniques for constructing a resolving, one-to-one a.e.

cover E of a SFT E. Essentially the same constructions appear in the proof of the

covering lemma of [B].

Construction 3.3. Suppose a = a\ ■ ■ ■ a¡ is a supersimple cycle of the graph G

of E and let A denote the set of edges entering a (that is, with terminal, but not
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initial, vertex on a.) Suppose {B,C} is a partition of A into nonempty sets. We

obtain a directed graph G from G as follows: The cycle a is replaced by two new

disjoint supersimple cycles ß — ß\ ■ ■ ■ ßi and 7 = 7i •• • 71. If e is an edge in A with

terminal vertex a¡, we replace it in G by an edge with the same initial vertex and

terminal vertex ßi or 7¿, according as e G B or e G C. An edge from a¿ to j, j not

on a, is replaced by edges from ßi to )' and from 7¿ to j.

We say that G and the associated SFT E are obtained by a cycle splitting by

entry with cycle a and partition {B, C}. E is a right resolving cover of E (with each

new edge mapped to the one it replaced.) Cycle splitting by departure is defined

analogously, and yields a left resolving cover.

Construction 3.4. Suppose a — ot\ ■ ■ ■ a¡ is a supersimple cycle of G and let m

be a positive integer. We form a new graph G in which a is replaced by a new

supersimple cycle ß = ß\- ■ ■ ßmi of length ml. Each edge of G from j to a¿, j not

on a, is replaced in G by an edge from j to ßi. Each edge from a¿ to j, j not on

a, is replaced by m edges, one from ßi+ki to j for 0 < fc < m — 1.

We say the graph G and associated SFT E are obtained from G and E by period

multiplication (of a by m) with fixed entry. E is a right resolving cover of E via

the map which sends new edges to those they replaced. Period multiplication with

fixed departure is defined analogously and yields a left resolving cover.

REMARK 3.5. If E is a cover of the sofic system S via an edge labeling of the

graph G, then in each of the above constructions we can give each new edge of G

the label of the edge it replaced; this makes E a cover of S which is intercepted by

the cover E.

4. Covers with no common interceptors. We are now ready to prove our

main theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Let S be an irreducible sofic system which is not almost finite

type. Then there exists an infinite family of covers of S such that no two are

intercepted by a common cover of S.

There are three steps to the proof.

(i) SIMPLIFYING THE PICTURE. By Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2, S contains

a word w and magic words s, s', t, t' such that for all i > 0, swzt, s'w%t and

swlt' are words of S but s'wlt' is not. In fact, the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows

that the joint cover (J,ttj) has distinct states ai = (F(s),P(t')), /?, = (F(s),P(t))

and 7i = (F(s'), P(t)), and cycles a, ß and 7 based at these states which are labeled

. «OOb t.
->(F(s), P(t'))—i->.

(F(s), P(t))

ab

■* (F(s'), P(t))-       -*•
Î h>

Figure 1 Figure 2
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Figure 3

by w. In Figure 1 we give an illustrative example with w = abab. By Proposition

1.2, the paths labeled s preceding ai and /?i have a common initial state, and those

labeled t following ß\ and 71, a common terminus.

Passing to a higher block presentation of J if necessary, we can assume (by

Proposition 3.1) that each of the cycles a, ß, 7 has the form f for some supersim-

ple cycle £, and (by Proposition 3.2) that these cycles are pairwise either disjoint

or cyclic permutations of one another. (When we move to the higher block presen-

tation we must modify the words s, s', t, t', extending them so that, for example,

the paths labeled s still have the same initial vertex and still enter the cycles a and

Now we construct a one-to-one a.e. extension J of J in which these cycles are

replaced by new ones—which we will continue to call a, ß, 7—that are distinct

(use cycle splitting, Construction 3.3), are supersimple (if a = £J, use period

multiplication of £ by j, Construction 3.4), and have no entering or departing

edges except those on the paths labeled s or s', t or t' which enter and leave states

ai, ßi, 7i (more cycle splitting). Thus the graph G(J) contains the configuration

in Figure 2. By standard state-splitting techniques we can now arrange for the rest

of G(J) to meet this configuration only in the states 1, 2, 3, and 4. (These states

need not be distinct.)

(ii) CONSTRUCTING THE COVERS. We now imitate the construction in [W].

For a fixed positive integer m we form a new labeled graph G(rm) by replacing the

configuration of Figure 2 in G(J) by that of Figure 3.
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©

©

Figure 4

We have first multiplied the periods of a, ß, and 7 by m, keeping the entries

fixed; the resulting cycles each have m departing paths labeled t or t'. Next we have

split each of these cycles into two by partitioning the departing edges so that one

cycle keeps the edge departing from the base while the other keeps the remaining

to - 1 departing edges. The resulting SFT Tm is a one-to-one a.e. cover of S.

Finally, we collapse the second and fourth cycles from the top in Figure 3 to a

single cycle 6(m), and also collapse the third and fifth cycles to a cycle e(m), as

shown in Figure 4. These moves are the inverses of cycle splittings, by departure

in the first instance and by entry in the second. The resulting SFT Tm is not an

extension of J, but it is a one-to-one a.e. cover of S.

We claim that the covers Tm for m = 1,2,... meet the conditions of the theorem.

(iii) VERIFICATION. Suppose to the contrary that two covers rm, Tn with to > n

are intercepted by a cover (E,7r):

We may assume -k is given by an edge labeling of a directed graph G(E).

Let a; be a resolving word for n which labels a path in J from state 4 to state 1

in Figure 2. (If these states are the same we must avoid choosing x = swlt.) Then

for every i, (swltx)°° is an orbit of S which has a unique preimage of the same

period in E, and also in Tm and Tn. If lcm(m,n) divides i then the preimage in

Tm passes through the cycle 6(m), and the preimage in Tn passes through 6(n).

Hence the periodic orbits generated by the cycles 6(m), 6(n) must have a common

image in E, generated by a cycle 6 of period dividing \w\ ■ gcd(m, n).

Now for large i the preimage of (swltx)°° in E must pass through 6 not only

when lcm(m, n) divides i, but whenever gcd(m, n) divides i. But the preimage in
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Tm passes through e(m) if m does not divide i. So <f>m must take the cycle e(m)

to 6.

In a similar fashion we find words y, z for which (swlt'y)°° and (s'wHz)°° are

orbits in S with unique preimages in all three covers. If m divides i but not /, the

preimages in Tm pass through ¿(to) and e(m) respectively, so if i and j are also

sufficiently large both preimages in E pass through 6. Splicing the paths of these

orbits where they pass through 6, we find there is a path in G(E) labeled by s'wht'

for some fc. Since this is not a word of S, we have a contradiction.    D
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